Abstract: Treated sewage source heat pump systems can reuse the waste energy in the treated sewage. However, biofilms in the heat exchangers decrease the system efficiency. This work investigates the feasibility of thermal shock at accessible temperatures in heat exchangers for biofilm inhibition. Bacillus subtilis biofilms were formed on coupons and in a miniaturized plate heat exchanger. Thermal shocks at different temperatures (50-80 • C) for different exposure times (1-60 min) were used to treat the biofilms. The results showed that thermal shock had a significant bactericidal and biofilm inhibition effect, and the effect was enhanced as the temperature and the exposure time increased. Data fitting of the biomass showed that temperature had a more significant influence on the biofilm inhibition effect than exposure time. The results of the heat exchanging experiments showed that high temperature thermal shock could significantly mitigate the heat transfer deterioration caused by the biofilms, indicating that thermal shock could be used as a viable biofilm inhibition approach for heat exchangers.
Introduction
Treated sewage, which contains a large amount of urban low-rank energy, is an ideal heat and cooling source [1, 2] . Its temperature (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) (27) (28) (29) (30) • C) is ideal for maintaining a high efficiency for heat pump operations [3] [4] [5] . Treated sewage source heat pump systems (TSSHPS) can reuse the waste energy contained in the treated sewage for building heating and cooling [6] , and many practical projects, such as the 2008 Beijing Olympic Village TSSHPS, have come into service and been proved to be efficient [7, 8] .
However, the high bacterial concentration and the rich nutrient environment in the treated sewage cause biofilm formation on the stainless steel plates in the plate heat exchangers [9] [10] [11] , which are important components in the TSSHPS to transfer heat from the treated sewage to the clean working medium due to their compactness and high thermal efficiency [12] . Biofilms reduce the heat transfer coefficient of the heat exchangers and the coefficient of performance of the whole heat pump system. A previous study has reported that biofilms were formed within 40 days of operation in a TSSHPS and the coefficient of performance of the system decreased by 50% [13] .
Biofilms, defined as a complex community of microbes settled to a solid substrate and encased in the extracellular polymeric substance [14, 15] , or the EPS, is a refractory problem for heat-exchanging systems, food processing equipment, medical instruments, and hull surfaces, etc. [16] [17] [18] [19] . Regarding the formation process of the biofilms, first, microorganisms, such as bacteria, attach to the biotic or 2 of 15 abiotic surfaces. Then the microorganisms form microbial colonies and secret EPS, which is mainly composed of polysaccharides, proteins, nucleic acids, etc., and acts as a "glue". Finally, the biofilm develops into a matured porous structure, which protects the microorganisms from hazard external environments, such as high concentration of bactericides and oligotrophic conditions, and help them gain ecological advantages [20] [21] [22] .
Due to the serious losses caused by biofilms, innovative biofilm inhibition and elimination strategies are constantly being sought [23, 24] . Physical approaches, such as coatings, micro-patterned surfaces and gas discharge plasmas, have been reported to inhibit bacteria settlement and disturb biofilm structures [25] [26] [27] . Antimicrobial agents have been tested against biofilms and were found effective in killing the indwelling organisms [28, 29] . Various peptides and enzymes have been used to inhibit biofilm formation [30] .
However, many of these strategies are limited when applied to the TSSHPS. Micro-patterned surfaces and biofilm-inhibition coatings are limited as they are costly and might lead to extra thermal resistance in the heat exchangers. Due to the enclosed environment of the plate heat exchangers, external biofilm-inhibition forces, such as gas discharge plasmas, would be difficult to be used. Additonally, as the treated sewage is in large flow rate and drained to nearby rivers after the heat transfer process, the application of chemical and biological antimicrobial agents is limited due to the large consumption and environmental protection concerns [11] .
Among the many strategies, thermal shock at accessible temperatures (≤80 • C) might prove to be a more feasible and effective approach towards biofilm inhibition in plate heat exchangers. Thermal shock could be applied to the biofilms just by adding another pathway to the plate heat exchanger and inletting hot water at regular intervals during TSSHPS operation. Compared with the majority existing biofilm-inhibition approaches, thermal shock is easy to realize and would not lead to high costs or harms to the environment.
Thermal shock is commonly used for bacteria inactivation. Pasteurization for milk and liquid foods sterilization has been used for over a century [31] and autoclaving (>120 • C) has been used for biofilm sterilization on medical equipment surfaces [32] . Many studies have investigated thermal inactivation of bacteria, and various models of the bacterial survival curves have been developed [33] [34] [35] [36] .
Among these studies, many focused on the inactivation of planktonic bacteria. However, it has been reported that biofilms protected the indwelling microorganisms and it was much harder to inactivate the bacteria in biofilms and inhibit the biofilm formation [37] . The inhibition effect of thermal shock on biofilms might differ from that on planktonic bacteria. Several studies have considered using thermal shock for biofilm inhibition [38] [39] [40] , but few have investigated using thermal shock to inhibit biofilms in heat exchangers in the TSSHPS and the inhibition mechanism has not been fully studied. Furthermore, most of the existing studies focused on parameters, such as biofilm weight and the number of live bacteria in the biofilms, not many studies have investigated the thermal resistance caused by the biofilms in the heat exchangers.
This study have investigated the biofilm inhibition effect and mechanism of thermal shock. Model sewage was used to form biofilms, both in a rotating coupon device and in a plate heat exchanger, and the biofilms were thermal shocked at regular intervals. Balance weighing, confocal laser scanning microscope (CLSM) picturing and thermal resistance monitoring have been used to analyze the biofilms. The results showed that thermal shock significantly inactivated the bacteria in the biofilms and, thus, inhibited biofilm growth, and the inhibition effect was enhanced as the temperature and exposure time increased. Additionally, thermal shock significantly mitigated the biofilm thermal resistance and could be used as a potential inhibition approach for biofilms in the plate heat exchangers.
This study has investigated the biofilm inhibition effect and mechanism of thermal shock. Model sewage was used to form biofilms, both in a rotating coupon device and in a plate heat exchanger, and the biofilms were thermal shocked at regular intervals. Balance weighing, CLSM picturing, and thermal resistance monitoring have been used to analyze the biofilms. The results showed that thermal shock significantly inactivated the bacteria in the biofilms and, thus, inhibited biofilm growth and the inhibition effect was enhanced as the temperature and exposure time increased. Furthermore, thermal shock significantly decreased the biofilm thermal resistance and could be used as a potential inhibition approach for biofilms in the heat exchangers.
Materials and Methods

Organism and Inoculum
A previous study [41] has shown that the dominant bacteria of the treated sewage in six Beijing sewage plants was Bacillus sp. (>62%). B. subtilis CCL716 was used in this study and was kindly provided by the Biomedical Engineering Department in Tsinghua University. The bacterium solution was mixed with 100% glycerol at a 1:1 ratio and stored at −80 • C. For each trial, the samples were plate streaked on LB agars (Thermo Fisher, Shanghai, China) and incubated at 30 • C for 24 h to form single colonies. A single colony was picked and inoculated to the culture solution, which consisted of 0.5 wt % beef extract, 1 wt % peptone, 1 wt % glucose, and 0.5 wt % NaCl (Sinopharm, Beijing, China). Prior to inoculation, the culture solution was autoclaved at 121 • C for 30 min. The culture solution inoculated with B. subtilis was then incubated in a shaker at 30 • C at 200 rpm for 24 h to reach a final bacterial concentration of approximately 1.0 × 10 9 CFU/mL.
Model Sewage Preparation
Water quality, including bacteria concentration, biological oxygen demand (BOD), inorganic ion concentration, temperature and pH, of the treated sewage in Beijing has been monitored in a previous study [8] . The model sewage for biofilm formation in this study was prepared according to these parameters. Briefly, the cultured bacterium solution was diluted to ultra-filtered water to reach a bacteria concentration of 1.0 × 10 5 CFU/mL, which was the average value of bacteria concentration of the treated sewage during summer operating conditions in the TSSHPS. Additionally, solutions of sodium hydroxide, glucose, and calcium chloride were added to this bacterium solution to adjust the pH, BOD, and the Ca 2+ concentration to 7.2, 15, and 65 mg/L, which were the average values of the treated sewage during summer operating conditions. In such a way, the model sewage with certain parameters was prepared and then used for biofilm formation experiments.
The Rotating Coupon Device and Biofilm Formation Procedure
A rotating coupon device (RCC-3, Motian Tech., Suzhou, China) was used in this study for biofilm formation. The schematic diagram of the setup is shown in Figure 1 . thermal shock significantly decreased the biofilm thermal resistance and could be used as a potential inhibition approach for biofilms in the heat exchangers.
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Model Sewage Preparation
The Rotating Coupon Device and Biofilm Formation Procedure
A rotating coupon device (RCC-3, Motian Tech., Suzhou, China) was used in this study for biofilm formation. The schematic diagram of the setup is shown in Figure 1 . The prepared model sewage was contained in a polyethylene beaker, and the beaker was placed in the thermally-controlled water bath of the rotating coupon device. The temperature of the water The prepared model sewage was contained in a polyethylene beaker, and the beaker was placed in the thermally-controlled water bath of the rotating coupon device. The temperature of the water Appl. Sci. 2017, 7, 343 4 of 15 bath was set at 25 • C, which was the average treated sewage temperature during summer operating conditions. A T thermocouple (GG-T-20, Omega, Shanghai, China) was put at the geometric center of the beaker and was connected to a data logger (34970A, Agilent, Shanghai, China) to monitor the temperature in the beaker. The results showed that the temperature in the beaker reached 25 • C within 30 min and remained at 25 ± 0.5 • C during the whole process.
Three stainless steel coupons (AISI 316, 20 mm × 20 mm × 1 mm) were fixed onto the rotating shaft using screw nuts. Then the coupons were immersed and rotated in the model sewage. The angular velocity was set at 96 rpm, and the linear velocity at the coupon surfaces was 0.4 m/s, which was a common flow velocity in plate heat exchangers in the TSSHPS.
This biofilm formation process lasted for 120 h, and every 12 h fresh model sewage was prepared to replace the old model sewage in the beaker. A previous study [6] has reported that 120 h were sufficient for the biomass to reach a stable phase.
Thermal Shock
Every 24 h during the biofilm formation process, the biofilms on the coupons were thermal shocked at a designed temperature (50, 60, 70 , and 80 • C) for a designed exposure time (1, 2, 5, 10, 30, and 60 min).
Briefly, water-filled vials were pre-heated in a water bath (WB1110C-1, Thermo Fisher, Shanghai, China) to the designed temperature. A T thermocouple (GG-T-20, Omega, Shanghai, China) was put in the geometric center of each vial to monitor the temperature in the vial. The results showed that during the thermal shock processes, the temperature in the vials remained at the designed temperature ±0.2 • C.
After the water in the vials reached the designed temperature, the coupons were quickly taken off from the rotating coupon device and placed in the vials to be thermal shocked for a designed exposure time. For the control group, the coupons were taken off from the rotating coupon device and placed in 25 • C water for the designed exposure time. Then the coupons were re-fixed to the rotating coupon device to continue the biofilm formation process.
Biomass
Every 24 h during the biofilm formation process, the coupons were weighed to determine the biomass of the biofilms.
Prior to being weighed, the coupons were taken off from the shaft and suspended vertically in air for 5 min to drain off the surface water-droplets. Then the coupons were weighed using a balance (XS105, Mettler Toledo, Zurich, Switzerland) with a precision of ±0.1 mg.
The biomass per unit area was determined as:
where M f is the weight of the coupon with the biofilm (g), M c is the weight of the clean coupon (g), S is the surface area of the coupon (m 2 ) and m f is the biomass per unit area (g/m 2 ). For each trial, three coupons, which were in the same beaker and treated with the same temperature and exposure time, were used as replicates (n = 3).
CLSM Picturing
The 24 h, 72 h, and 120 h biofilms were observed using a CLSM to investigate the cell viability and the biofilm thickness.
Prior to being pictured by the CLSM, the biofilms were stained with two fluorescent nucleic acid dyes, propidium iodide (PI), and SYTO ® 9 (BacLight ® bacterial viability kit, Invitrogen, Shanghai, China). Briefly, 3 µL PI and 3 µL SYTO ® 9 were added to 1000 µL deionized water. Then the coupons were quickly taken from the rotating coupon device and each covered with 500 µL of the staining solution and stained for 25 min in dark, followed by 5 min rinsing to remove the stain residuals. The stained coupons were then viewed using a CLSM (LSM 710, Carl Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany) with a 40× objective lens. Five random fields of view were imaged for each sample. Each field covered a surface area of 212.3 × 212.3 µm and Z-stack images were obtained using the software ZEN 2010 (version 2.3, Carl Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany, 2010). The image stacks were imported to the software IMARIS (version 7.2.3, Bitplane, Zurich, Switzerland, 2012), and the "Smart 3D" and "Surface" functions of the software were used for 3D reconstruction and biovolume calculation of the biofilms, according to the tutorials provided by the software developer [42] .
Pilot Heat Exchanging System
A pilot heat exchanging system was used to investigate the biofilm inhibition effect of thermal shock on biofilms in a miniaturized plate heat exchanger. The schematic diagram of the system is shown in Figure 2 . , and the "Smart 3D" and "Surface" functions of the software were used for 3D reconstruction and biovolume calculation of the biofilms, according to the tutorials provided by the software developer [42] .
A pilot heat exchanging system was used to investigate the biofilm inhibition effect of thermal shock on biofilms in a miniaturized plate heat exchanger. The schematic diagram of the system is shown in Figure 2 . Model sewage and clean water were contained in the two water baths (HX-1050, Biocool Tech., Beijing, China) and pumped into the plate heat exchanger (CB10, Alfa Laval, Shanghai, China) to exchange heat. The temperatures of the model sewage and the clean water were set at 25 and 30 °C, which was a typical summer operating condition in the TSSHPS. Biofilms were formed in the heat exchanger as the model sewage flew through and the heat transfer coefficient would decrease. The flow rates, inlet and outlet temperatures of the model sewage and clean water were monitored by the flow meters and the T thermocouples, and stored on a computer to calculate the heat transfer coefficient of the plate heat exchanger and the thermal resistance of the biofilms. This biofilm formation process lasted for 120 h and every 12 h fresh model sewage was prepared to replace the old model sewage in the water bath.
Every 24 h, the biofilms were thermal shocked. For the thermal shock stage, the clean water in the third water bath (HX-1050, Biocool Tech., Beijing, China) was preheated to the designed temperature. Then valves 1 and 2 were closed and valves 5 and 6 were opened. Biofilms in the heat exchanger were treated with hot water for the designed exposure time. Then valves 5 and 6 were closed and valves 1 and 2 were opened to continue the biofilm formation process. Different thermal shock protocols with different temperature and exposure times (50 °C-30 min/24 h, 65 °C-10 min/24 h, 80 °C-5 min/24 h and 25 °C-30 min/24 h as the control group) were investigated.
The thermal resistance of the biofilms, Rf (m 2 ·K/W), was calculated by:
where hf (W/m 2 ·K) was the heat transfer coefficient of the heat exchanger with biofilms and h0 (W/m 2 ·K) was the heat transfer coefficient of the clean heat exchanger. The heat transfer coefficient, h (W/(m 2 ·K)), was calculated by: For the biofilm formation stage, Valves 1, 2, 3, and 4 were open and valves 5 and 6 were closed. Model sewage and clean water were contained in the two water baths (HX-1050, Biocool Tech., Beijing, China) and pumped into the plate heat exchanger (CB10, Alfa Laval, Shanghai, China) to exchange heat. The temperatures of the model sewage and the clean water were set at 25 and 30 • C, which was a typical summer operating condition in the TSSHPS. Biofilms were formed in the heat exchanger as the model sewage flew through and the heat transfer coefficient would decrease. The flow rates, inlet and outlet temperatures of the model sewage and clean water were monitored by the flow meters and the T thermocouples, and stored on a computer to calculate the heat transfer coefficient of the plate heat exchanger and the thermal resistance of the biofilms. This biofilm formation process lasted for 120 h and every 12 h fresh model sewage was prepared to replace the old model sewage in the water bath.
Every 24 h, the biofilms were thermal shocked. For the thermal shock stage, the clean water in the third water bath (HX-1050, Biocool Tech., Beijing, China) was preheated to the designed temperature. Then valves 1 and 2 were closed and valves 5 and 6 were opened. Biofilms in the heat exchanger were treated with hot water for the designed exposure time. Then valves 5 and 6 were closed and valves 1 and 2 were opened to continue the biofilm formation process. Different thermal shock protocols with different temperature and exposure times (50 • C-30 min/24 h, 65 • C-10 min/24 h, 80 • C-5 min/24 h and 25 • C-30 min/24 h as the control group) were investigated.
The thermal resistance of the biofilms, R f (m 2 ·K/W), was calculated by:
where h f (W/m 2 ·K) was the heat transfer coefficient of the heat exchanger with biofilms and h 0 (W/m 2 ·K) was the heat transfer coefficient of the clean heat exchanger.
Appl
The heat transfer coefficient, h (W/(m 2 ·K)), was calculated by:
where T m,out , T m,in , T c,out , T c,in were the outlet and inlet temperatures of the model sewage and the clean water ( • C), Q v,m , and Q v,c were the flow rate of the model sewage and the clean water (m 3 /s), ρ was the water density (996 kg/m 3 ), c p was specific heat at constant pressure of water (4.18 × 10 3 J/(kg·K)) and A was the equivalent heat transfer area of the heat exchanger (m 2 ) [41, 43] .
Statistical Analysis
In this study, the results were reported in a way of mean value ± standard deviation (SD). The statistics were analyzed with analysis of variance (ANOVA), and the analyses (ANOVA and data fitting) were performed using MATLAB (version 8.3, Mathworks, Beijing, China, 2014).
Results
Biomass
The biomass development of the thermal shocked biofilms during the 120 h process is shown in Figure 3 . 
where Tm,out, Tm,in, Tc,out, Tc,in were the outlet and inlet temperatures of the model sewage and the clean water (°C), Qv,m, and Qv,c were the flow rate of the model sewage and the clean water (m 3 /s), ρ was the water density (996 kg/m 3 ), cp was specific heat at constant pressure of water (4.18 × 10 3 J/(kg·K)) and A was the equivalent heat transfer area of the heat exchanger (m 2 ) [41, 43] .
Statistical Analysis
Results
Biomass
The biomass development of the thermal shocked biofilms during the 120 h process is shown in Figure 3 . It can be seen in Figure 3 that, during the 120 h process, biofilms formed on the coupons and the biomass increased over time as the coupons were rotated in the model sewage. The biomass of the It can be seen in Figure 3 that, during the 120 h process, biofilms formed on the coupons and the biomass increased over time as the coupons were rotated in the model sewage. The biomass of the control group (25 • C) increased to 400-500 g/m 2 , which was consistent with the results in a previous study [6] . Additionally, it can be seen that, for a certain exposure times, the biomass decreased and the biofilm inhibition effect was enhanced as the temperature increased.
To get a further understanding of the influence of temperature and exposure time, the 120 h biomass of the biofilms treated with different temperatures and exposure times is shown in Figure 4 .
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To get a further understanding of the influence of temperature and exposure time, the 120 h biomass of the biofilms treated with different temperatures and exposure times is shown in Figure 4 . As can be seen in Figure 4 , the biomass of the control group did not change significantly as the exposure time increased (p = 0.540, n = 3), and the average value of the biomass in the control group was 469 g/m 2 . For the thermal shocked biofilms, however, at a certain temperature, the biomass decreased as the exposure time increased. Meanwhile, when comparing the main columns in Figure 4 , it can be seen that the overall biomass decreased as the temperature increased. Two-way ANOVA showed that the biomass decreased significantly as the temperature and exposure time increased (p < 0.01 for temperature and p < 0.01 for exposure time, n = 3), indicating a significantly enhanced the biofilm inhibition effect of the thermal shock as the temperature and exposure time increased.
Data Fitting of the 120 h Biomass
Data fitting of the 120 h biomass as a function of the exposure time was performed using the "cftool" function in the software MATLAB. As the biomass of the control group (25 °C) did not change significantly with the exposure time, the average value of the six biomass in the control group, 469 g/m 2 , was used as the biomass without being thermal shocked for data fitting. The fitting formula is shown in Equation (4):
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where mf is the biomass of the thermal shocked biofilms(g/m 2 ), mf,ave_25 °C is the average biomass of the control group (469 g/m 2 ), a and b are coefficients correlated with temperature (g/m 2 and min −1 ) and t is the exposure time (min). The reason for choosing Equation (4) as the fitting formula will be discussed and the fitting results are shown in Figure 5 . It can be seen in Figure 5 that the biomass decreased in a negative-exponential form as the exposure time increased and Equation (4) yielded tight correlations with average R 2 in different temperature groups larger than 0.92. As can be seen in Figure 4 , the biomass of the control group did not change significantly as the exposure time increased (p = 0.540, n = 3), and the average value of the biomass in the control group was 469 g/m 2 . For the thermal shocked biofilms, however, at a certain temperature, the biomass decreased as the exposure time increased. Meanwhile, when comparing the main columns in Figure 4 , it can be seen that the overall biomass decreased as the temperature increased. Two-way ANOVA showed that the biomass decreased significantly as the temperature and exposure time increased (p < 0.01 for temperature and p < 0.01 for exposure time, n = 3), indicating a significantly enhanced the biofilm inhibition effect of the thermal shock as the temperature and exposure time increased.
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where T is the temperature (°C) and t is the exposure time (min). Given the expression of a and b in Figure 6 , the fitting equation of the 120 h biomass as a function of the temperature and the exposure time can be written as: 
where T is the temperature (°C) and t is the exposure time (min). Given the expression of a and b in Figure 6 , the fitting equation of the 120 h biomass as a function of the temperature and the exposure time can be written as:
where T is the temperature ( • C) and t is the exposure time (min).
CLSM Imaging of the Biofilms and Quantitative Analysis
In this study, the biofilms were stained with fluorescent dyes and viewed with a CLSM, and the CLSM images of the 120 h biofilms are shown in Figure 7. 
In this study, the biofilms were stained with fluorescent dyes and viewed with a CLSM, and the CLSM images of the 120 h biofilms are shown in Figure 7 . As can be seen in Figure 7 , for the biofilms in the control group, the majority of the cells were alive (green fluorescence), regardless of the exposure time, suggesting that immersing with normal temperature water has no bactericidal effect.
For the biofilms treated with 50 °C water, when the exposure time was short (less than 10 min), only a few bacteria in the outer layer were inactivated (red fluorescence). As the exposure time increased, more cells were killed. When the exposure time was long (more than 30 min), the majority of the cells were dead and only few interior cells, which were protected by the biofilm layer, were alive.
A similar trend, that more cells were killed as the exposure time increased, was shown in the CLSM pictures of biofilms treated at 60, 70, and 80 °C. However, as the temperature increased, the exposure time required to inactivate the majority of the cells decreased. Specifically, for the biofilms thermal shocked at 80 °C, even for a very short exposure time (1 and 2 min), the majority of the cells were inactivated and only a few bacteria in the bottom layers remained alive. When the exposure time increased, nearly all of the cells were killed, suggesting a significant bactericidal effect of the thermal shock at such a temperature.
Additionally, when comparing biofilms thermally-shocked for the same exposure time, but at different temperatures, it can be seen that as the temperature increased, more cells were killed, suggesting an enhanced bactericidal effect as the temperature increased.
Regarding the structure of the biofilms, matured, porous, and dense structures of the biofilms were observed in the control group, suggesting that immersing at a normal temperature has no inhibiting effect on the biofilm formation. As the temperature and the exposure time increased, As can be seen in Figure 7 , for the biofilms in the control group, the majority of the cells were alive (green fluorescence), regardless of the exposure time, suggesting that immersing with normal temperature water has no bactericidal effect.
For the biofilms treated with 50 • C water, when the exposure time was short (less than 10 min), only a few bacteria in the outer layer were inactivated (red fluorescence). As the exposure time increased, more cells were killed. When the exposure time was long (more than 30 min), the majority of the cells were dead and only few interior cells, which were protected by the biofilm layer, were alive.
A similar trend, that more cells were killed as the exposure time increased, was shown in the CLSM pictures of biofilms treated at 60, 70, and 80 • C. However, as the temperature increased, the exposure time required to inactivate the majority of the cells decreased. Specifically, for the biofilms thermal shocked at 80 • C, even for a very short exposure time (1 and 2 min), the majority of the cells were inactivated and only a few bacteria in the bottom layers remained alive. When the exposure time increased, nearly all of the cells were killed, suggesting a significant bactericidal effect of the thermal shock at such a temperature.
Regarding the structure of the biofilms, matured, porous, and dense structures of the biofilms were observed in the control group, suggesting that immersing at a normal temperature has no inhibiting effect on the biofilm formation. As the temperature and the exposure time increased, it could be seen that the biofilms became thinner and more black area could be observed, suggesting that the thermal shock decreased the volume and surface coverage rate of the biofilms. Furthermore, Imaris was used to calculate the biovolume of the live cells and dead cells according to the amount of green and red fluorescence, and the ratio of the live cell biovolume to the dead cell biovolume at 120 h is shown in Figure 8 .
it could be seen that the biofilms became thinner and more black area could be observed, suggesting that the thermal shock decreased the volume and surface coverage rate of the biofilms.
Furthermore, Imaris was used to calculate the biovolume of the live cells and dead cells according to the amount of green and red fluorescence, and the ratio of the live cell biovolume to the dead cell biovolume at 120 h is shown in Figure 8 . As can be seen in Figure 8 , in the control group, the ratios were all close to 100 regardless of the exposure time, suggesting immersing with normal temperature water barely had any bactericidal effects. In the thermal shock groups, the ratio decreased significantly as both the temperature and exposure time increased, suggesting an enhanced bactericidal effect as the temperature and exposure time increased. The minimum ratio was close to 0.01, suggesting a significant bactericidal effect of the thermal shock.
In summary, it could be concluded from the CLSM figures and the quantitative analysis that as the temperature and exposure time increased, more cells were killed and the amount of the biofilms decreased, leading to an enhanced biofilm inhibition effect.
Thermal Resistance of the Biofilms
Biofilm formation and thermal shock were also performed in the pilot heat exchanging system. Thermal resistance of the biofilms in the plate heat exchanger was calculated and the results are shown in Figure 9 . As can be seen in Figure 8 , in the control group, the ratios were all close to 100 regardless of the exposure time, suggesting immersing with normal temperature water barely had any bactericidal effects. In the thermal shock groups, the ratio decreased significantly as both the temperature and exposure time increased, suggesting an enhanced bactericidal effect as the temperature and exposure time increased. The minimum ratio was close to 0.01, suggesting a significant bactericidal effect of the thermal shock.
Biofilm formation and thermal shock were also performed in the pilot heat exchanging system. Thermal resistance of the biofilms in the plate heat exchanger was calculated and the results are shown in Figure 9 .
Biofilm formation and thermal shock were also performed in the pilot heat exchanging system. Thermal resistance of the biofilms in the plate heat exchanger was calculated and the results are shown in Figure 9 . It can be seen in Figure 9 that, for the control group, the thermal resistance increased over time in an S-type curve and reached a stable level of about 1 × 10 −3 m 2 ·K/W after 72 h.
For the biofilms thermal shocked at 50 • C for 30 min/24 h, it can be seen that, at 24 h, the thermal shock caused significant thermal resistance decrease. However, the 48 h, 72 h, and 96 h thermal shocks left no significant impacts on the biofilms and the thermal resistance reached about 1 × 10 −3 m 2 ·K/W at 120 h.
For the biofilms thermal shocked at 65 • C for 10 min/24 h, there were significant thermal resistance decrease due to the thermal shocks at 24, 48 and 72 h. The decrease at 96 h was less obvious, and the thermal resistance reached about 0.4 × 10 −3 m 2 ·K/W at 120 h.
For the biofilms thermal shocked at 80 • C for 5 min/24 h, the thermal resistance decreased close to zero after every thermal shock, suggesting such thermal shock eliminated the majority of the biofilms in the heat exchanger and exhibited a strong biofilm inhibition effect.
Discussion
Many studies have been carried out to investigate the thermal inactivation of bacteria and biofilm inhibition [33] [34] [35] [36] 44, 45] . Some of these studies, especially those in the fields of food engineering, health care and water supply system, focused on the number of live bacteria cells. In such studies, bacterial cell counts or the dry biomass were measured.
However, in the TSSHPS, the efficiency decrease is mainly caused by the thermal resistance of the biofilms. Previous studies [11, 41] have shown that the thermal resistance of the biofilms were linearly correlated with the biofilm thickness and the wet weight. In this study, the thermal resistance is of the main interest and the wet weight of the biofilms, instead of the cell count or the dry biomass, was measured.
In the experiments, the coupons were suspended in air for 5 min to drain off the surface water-droplets before being weighed. A previous study [13] has reported that 5 min was long enough for all of the extraneous water in the biofilms to be eliminated. The remaining water is stabilized water in the biofilms, and such water acts as a static layer in the biofilms and causes a thermal resistance increase in the heat exchangers. Such water should not be eliminated and the biofilms were weighed with the stabilized water.
Many studies have investigated the data fitting and modelling of the thermal inactivation of planktonic bacteria cells [33] [34] [35] [36] . These studies have employed the log linear bacterial survival curves, as shown by Equation (6) :
where N t is the number of live cells after the thermal shock, N 0 is the number of the live cells without being thermally shocked, t is the exposure time, and D is a constant correlated with temperature. However, it has been reported that thermal shock efficient to eliminate planktonic bacteria cells barely killed any cells in biofilms [46] , suggesting that thermal shock has different bactericidal effects on planktonic cells and on cells in biofilms. Similarly, Equation (6) could not be used for data fitting of the 120 h biomass (when used, R 2 in all temperature groups would be less than 0.5). Thus, a new formula was needed to correlate the 120 h biomass m f to the exposure time t.
In this study, a hypothesis was raised that the biomass decrease was correlated with the amount of heat transferred to the biofilms, and the hypothesis could be written as:
where m f is the 120 h biomass, m 0 is the biomass of biofilms without heat treatment, c is a constant and Q t is the heat transferred to the biofilms within the exposure time.
The biofilms, which were 20 mm in length and width and about 100 µm in thickness, were considered as infinite plates, and the Biot number of the biofilms was less than 0.05. The lumped parameter method could be used for heat transfer analysis of the biofilms, and Q t could be written as:
where T is the thermal shock temperature, T 0 is the initial temperature of the biofilms (25 • C), ρ, c p, V, h and A are the density, special heat, volume, convective heat transfer coefficient, and surface area of the biofilms, and t is the exposure time [47] . For a certain thermal shock temperature and a certain biofilm, Equation (8) could be written as:
where a 0 and b are coefficients correlated with temperature. Equation (9) was substituted into Equation (7), and we got Equation (4) as the fitting equation. The results showed that Equation (4) yielded tight correlations ( Figure 5 , average R 2 = 0.9211), indicating it was appropriate to correlate the biomass decrease with the total heat and use Equation (4) as the fitting equation.
In this study, the results of the CLSM pictures indicated that thermal shock killed the bacteria in the biofilms, and this bactericidal effect was enhanced as the temperature and the exposure time increased (Figures 7 and 8 ). Similar trends have been observed in previous studies [39, 48] .
A potential explanation for this result has been proposed in previous studies [49] [50] [51] , i.e., thermal shock disrupts the hydrogen bonding and destroys the structural integrity of viral proteins such as the respiratory enzymes in the bacteria cells, and causes disintegration of the bacterial cell membrane. The results in this study agree with this explanation. In this study, two fluorescent dyes, PI and SYTO ® 9, were used for the biofilm staining and CLSM picturing. These dyes are based on membrane integrity, i.e., SYTO ® 9 enters all cells, fluorescing green in the CLSM, and PI enters only cells with disrupted membranes, quenching SYTO ® 9 and fluorescing red [39] . It could be seen in the CLSM pictures that the amount of red fluorescence increased significantly as the biofilms were thermal shocked, indicating that the thermal shock killed bacteria cells by damaging the bacterial cell membranes (Figure 7) .
It has been reported that the strength of the biofilms would decrease when the cell viability in the biofilms reduced [52] [53] [54] . Thus, the potential mechanism for the biofilm inhibition effect in this study is that thermal shock caused disintegration of the bacterial cell membrane and killed the cells in the biofilms. As the cell viability decreased, the biofilms would become more vulnerable and detach from the solid surface, so the biomass and thermal resistance of the biofilms would decrease ( Figures 3, 4 and 9) .
Many biofilm inhibition strategies could hardly be applied to the plate heat exchangers due to the compactness, closed internal environment of the heat exchangers, and the large flow rate and the environmental protection concerns in the TSSHPS. Thermal shocks, however, could be applied directly in the TSSHPS by stopping the treated sewage supply and pumping in hot water for a short period of time at regular intervals. This study shows that thermal shock with a certain temperature and exposure time could decrease the thermal resistance of the biofilms significantly, indicating that thermal shock is a feasible and efficient biofilm inhibition approach for the TSSHPS.
To determine an appropriate thermal shock protocol for the practical TSSHPS, the influence of the temperature and the exposure time must be understood. In this study, three thermal shock protocols were tested and the amount of heat consumed in these protocols were similar. The results showed that the 80 • C-5 min/24 h thermal shock had the most significant biofilm inhibition effect (Figure 9 ), indicating that temperature has a more significant influence on the inhibiting effect than the exposure time. This could also be seen from the data fitting results of Equation (5), where t influences only the exponential term, but T influences both the exponential term and the first degree term. These results indicate that in practical TSSHPS, thermal shocks at higher temperatures and lower exposure times might be preferred.
Conclusions
Biofilm formation in the plate heat exchangers is a severe problem in the TSSHPS. In this study, a rotating coupon device and a pilot heat exchanging system were used to investigate the biofilm inhibition effect of the thermal shock and the influence of temperature and exposure time. The results shown by the biomass development and CLSM pictures indicate that thermal shock kills the bacteria cells in the biofilms by damaging the bacterial cell membranes, makes the biofilms more vulnerable and decreases the biomass and the biovolume significantly. The results of the heat exchanging experiments and of the data fitting show that thermal shock is effective in decreasing the thermal resistance of biofilms and temperature has a more significant influence than exposure time. In summary, thermal shock could be a viable approach towards the biofilm control in practical TSSHPS and thermal shock at higher temperatures and lower exposure times should be preferred.
